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* On July 17, 1979, the NRC published -- for 45 day public comment -- an;.

advance notice of proposed rulemaking on emergency planning. This notice,

requested comment on fourteen specific issues developed by the Task Force
and the staff. The Commission further stated that this expedited rule-
making was expected to be completed within six months.-

Each of the fourteen issues is relevant to the ultimate decision of the
Connission. The discussion of this paper, however, has concentrated on
Issues 3 and 4, which seem most relevant to the near-term NRC decision
on a final rule. -

These issues are restated below:

"3. Should NRC concurrence in the associated State and local
emergency response plans be a requirement for continued
operation of any nuclear power plant with an existing operating
license? If so, when shcaid this general requirement beccme
effective?

4. .Should prior NRC concurrence in the associated State and local
emergency response plans be a requirement for the issuance of
any new operating license for a nuclear power plant? If so,
when should this general requirement become effective?"

The implications of these two issues, if theyNccepted as the bases for
changes in 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, are these:"=

What cri~teria will be required for concurrence?*

*
,

How will these criteria be evaluated?
* How will the concurrence process be integrated into the NRC

licensing responsibility?
* What schedule for completion of the requirement is reasonable,

equitable in application, and within the resources available
- or likely to become available to the NRC.

* How soon can NRC regulations be developed to provide equally
stringent and equitable protection of public health and
safety for nuclear facilities other than power plants, and
what nonpower facilities should be included?

There are many levels of action associated with Issues 3 and 4, and each
level of action will bear a corresponding cost. One could say, but with
limited credibility, that revision of CFR part 50, Appendix E will
adequately address these two issues, and that the current organization
can meet the new requirements by slight augmentation of the current NRC
staff. On the other hand, one could cost out the most extreme recor:menda-
tions for yearly full-scale evacuatiens and prove that such action is no
more cradible, because of high cost, and the basic truth that citizens
have little tolerance for the inconvenience of drills designed to prepare
for a low-likelihood disaster.
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One must presume that the long-range action plan will steer between these
-

two extremes. Above all, we should be reluctant to set deadlines which.
_

are too short, or to premise more than we can deliver. Any change in
rules will have no real impact until regulations and guidance have been= ==

coupled with a trained staff capable of implementing the objectives of-

. that rule.*
-.

II. Sumary and Conclusions

It is generally accepted that recomendations for short-run actions by the NRC*

to include final publication of a new rule, should be completed by the end of
calendar year 1979. The duration of the period of long-tem actions by which
NRC will implement and enforce the new rule has not been set. It can be
inferred, logically, from a review of current legislative proposals, that NRC
will have to demonstrate an increased ability to evaluate the adequacy of -

State-local-licensee plans for emergency response by no later than June of
1980, and have a long-run action plan and schedule developed prior to that
tire.

Table 1 is a proposed schedule which generally describes the decision points
and milestones which must be met if the Comission's intention for short-run
action is to be met.**

Recomendations for development of a long-range plan of action are discussed
in section VI. of this report.

_

TABL' '

PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR Sh0FT TEhM L'ERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS

5E. 17 July Federal Redster notics of croposed rulemaking.E
. . .

6 10 August " Final report to the Comission by :.he Task Force on
Emergency Planning. Task Force on Emergency Planning

'is' dissolved.
31 August Er., of Jublic coment period on notice of proposed rulemaking.
15 October SD forsards analysis of public ccmments on notic of rule-

(CCmission briefing}gested modifications to ,Apptidix E.makin: to include sua

22 October Comission comcletes review of draft rule.
- 25 October Draft rule published for 45 day comment.

21 September SD initiates recomended revisions to Parts 30, 40, 50 and 70--

to and Regulatory Guides 1.101, 3.42 and 2.6. IE revises Manual
.,

31 October Chapter 0502.

16 November Coment period on rule closes.
14 December SD completes analysis of coments and incorporates into a

final rJle. (Comission briefing)
17-31 December Commission completes review of final rule.
15 January Final rule published.

.

* See " National Planning for Peacetime Nuclear Emergencies (PNE) 1975-1979,"
submitted separately to the Comission July 17, 1979," for more on difficulties

- in emergeacy planning and preparedness.
" This schedule agrees with guidance in a memo, Chilk to Gossick, July 31, 1979,

Subject: "Coreaission Guidance on Emergency Planning Rulemaking."
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"I . III. NRC Office Resoonsibilities and Current Cacabilities For Emercency

Precarecness* *

-.
'

Figure 1 sumartes the emergency preparedness responsibilities of NRC'

at the time of TMI. The numbers of man years of staff support assigned
by each office are included, in parentheses, for each office.,

INTEGRATION AND DIRECTION
,

NRC OBJECTIVES ACCEFTANCE CRITERIA

NRR I P NjiQ I T: I no i

REACTOR RADI0 ACTIVE _ICENSING EXTERNAL

LICENSING MATERIAL . ENFORCEMENT INTERFACES

LICENSING . FEDERAL
(4-5) WALUATION s

(0) . STATE
LO N

[N P CTION
'-

...---

1RC RESPONSE (3)
. . . . TO

. _1 EMERGENCIES

"q= 1(2+7). , , , .

I t L I I i ' '

SD-
.

STANDARDIZATION AND SUPPORT

. (1)
-

-
s

Figure 1 -

NRC EMERGENCY RESPONSE (March '79)

At the time of TMI, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation devoted four to
- five man years to emergency plann.ing and licensing. Although Office of

Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards had no staff assigned on a primary
basis, the licensing staff devoted some effort as a part of licensing
functions primaiily in evaluation of plans responsive to 10 CFR Part 70.22.*
Office of Inspection and Enfarcement estimates that two man years were
applied at the headquarte s level for emergency plarming and for maintaining

[____. .the i~niident Response CentTr',''and she equivalent Bf seven of the regional ~ ~
- ~

staff assisted Office of State Programs' field effort to aid state and Tocal
planning. Regional inspectors also made limited evaluations of emergency

* At the request of Office of Nuclear Material Safe.ty and Safeguards, the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation provided lisiited assistance in
these pre-licensing reviews.;.

.. :::.-
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* plans, as part of the inspection program. Office of State Programs had a*

staff of three, one.of whom was engaged full-time in field assistance.
~ Additionally, two Office of State Programs' liaison officers, assigned

full-time to Regions I and V, spent about one quarter of their time on
emergency preparedness. Office of Standards Development had one man to,

perform the total function of standardization and support of regulation
and guidance development.

In sumnary, about sixteen staff years were devoted to emergency plannina
,_

Supporting funds, most of which were administered by Office of State
,,

Frograms, were Tess'than dn'e million dollars an'n'uafly. No full-time staf'
was' identified as 'priidariTy ~ responsible fdFinTeiratio'n ani dErection of .s.[

~

policy, but it was generally accepted that Office of State Programs and
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation shared lead responsibility for this
function.

,

'

IV. NRC Recuirements and Needs

The action plans which each office submitted to the Task Force estimated
that a total of at least forty five additional man years of effort will be

. . required to perform the NRC mission effectively, if the new rule requires
NRC approved plans before licensing and periodic follow-on tests, drills or
evaluations, as a condition of authority to operate.*

1 Figure 2 shcws the additional staff ** which Office plans project as needed.

The increase in~Dffice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is designed primarily"=

to provide Office of, Nuclear Reactor Regulation leadership to six evaluation /
instruction teams'.. These teams would be further augmented by six full-time
consultants (one per team).

Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, within its own resources,
has reorganized to create an Environmental Radiation and Emergency Support
Section, at a strength of seven. Additionally, it is expected that an
equivalent level of staff support will be required to evaluate licensee
response to new rules requiring emergency plans.

-

The Office of Inspection and Enforcement headquarters' need includes five- - - - - - .

watch officers (the minimum number needed to support full-time manning of
the Incident Response Center) and four to support planning and operations.
Additionally, Office of Inspection and Enforcement estimates that ten
additional regional inspectors will be needed to increase the stringency
and thoroughness of emergency plan and test evaluation for power reactors.
Resources for inspection of material licensees and transportation are not
included.

107 \ M \
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= Some augmentation of staff support would have been needed even if a new
rule were not implemented, simply to apply current regulations and programs
for State assistance more stringently.

** These figures do not reflect the additional staffing which would be
required to implement the Hart bill or similar legislation currently
being considered by Congress. -
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INTEGRATION AND DIRECTION-

NRC OBJECTIVES ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA :

(0),

wo I i m7 1 Te I _0S2
'

REACTOR RADIOACTIVE LICENSING EXTERNAL
LICENSING MATERIAL ENFOPCEMENT ," INTERFACES

- LICENSING -

(8) EVALUATION * FEDERAL
(7) AND * STATE.

INSPECTION * LOCAL {
- ''

(9+10) (8) a
-

.

,

i t i i i i ! '

' '
'

SD i.

STANDARDIZATION AND SUPPORT 'c
_ to)

-hhh
~

' ""bi'These eignt sj[ces were .jnc1'uded in recommendations from the Director,
~ _ . . _ _ .

-as" --''' Office of State Programs to the Executive Director for Operations, in
a memorandum of April 10, 1979. There is also a provision in the
Senate NRC Authorization Bill for FY80 (S.562), which states that the e

"shall be made available to the Office of State Programs . . . support
for eight additional positions for training and assistance to State and
local governments in radiological emergency response planning and
operations and for review of State plans."

.

-.- . -

Figure 2.

NRC EMERGENCY RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS
-

The Office of State Programs' additional requirement of eight is generally
split between increase of its quasi-regulatory field role and an increased
requirement for interagency planning and coordination.

Two additional staff members at Standards Development are recuired, because
of the almost immediate need to revise the whole structure of NRC regulations
into conformity with the expected results of the current rulemaking decision.

V. NRC Objectives for Emercencv Rescanse and Precaredness
-- -

""?I2 Before any final recommendations for total staffing can be made (NRC-EDO
action plan section VI.) it seems useful to define the objectives which the-g

Commission is willing to accept.
1071 312
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In the course of its work, the Task Force developed a hierarchy of NRC":::
.

~. objectives which, at least implicitly, reflects the current desires of
the Comission. Thes'e objectives include the following:'

A considerably expanded emergency operational capability,*

with associated comand and control structure and a'

capability for rapid deployment to emergency sites.

An increased ability to monitor radiological release in*

the environs of a nuclear facility, after an accident;*
_

A total reexamination and revision of all current*

regulations and guidance, i.o ensure that they conform with
the new rule, and apply equally to all types of nuclear
facilities.

* An expanded program of training (staff, licensee, local, State)
to ensure that the new rule be credibly and consistently
enforced.

* A-better method to handle the complex problems of State-local-
,

licensee interface.
* A straightforward and pre-announced NRC policy for dealing

?=- with public affairs during emergencies, and a greater assumption
g of responsjbility for. requiring public education before accidents.

VI. An NRC Action plan
.

A. Short Rance
'.

A plan for short-range action was described in Table 1. This schedule
generally conforms to current Commission guidance. The schedule is
extremely demanding and will not be attainable unless it is forcefully
supervised and coordinated by the Executive Director for Operations.
Continuation of the Task Force on Emergency planning would not be a
satisfactory solution for two reasons:

* The Task Force lacks clear authority to compel interoffice
participation on a sustained basis, and

* The efforts of Task Force members are frequently diluted
by their attention to the responsibilities and demands of
their current assignments.

~

.. ~:- _
_ )0l\. . . _ _ . _ .

s.__ . _ . . . _ _ _ _ .

_ _ . _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ . _ . _ _ . _ .

..

~

* This specifically includes the assumation that NRC will play a stronger
role in the development of Interagency Radiological Assistance plan

_... monitoring resources and requires.that NRC accept both moral and_lecal
responsibility, as the lead agency for accicent monitorinc. ,-]
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T.l_. ,' ' B. Long Rance
-

--

'

1. Summary Conclusions.

*~
._ The current long-range action plans submitted by the

NRC offices provide a preliminary basis for fonnulation ofe

a long-range NRC action plan.
* The manpower requirements projected by these office plans

imply increase by a factor of 3 in the NRC staff strength
assigned to emergency preparedness. -

,
-

e

.-.:.=. .
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-; ,-- Recomendations N n*

.

* The Task Force on T.mergency Planning should be dissolved.-

* Emergency preparedness will require high-level management attention for
' at least two years. An organizational mechanism should be created

which will better focus the attention of the Executive Director for
Operations and the Directors of Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, Office of Inspection
and Enforcement, Office of State Programs, Office of Standards
Development, and Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. Their repre- -

sentatives should be allowed to function so that NRC's Emercency
Preparedness activities are meaningfully integrated and directed.
Adherence to the requirements of the short-run schedulo (Table 1) must
be ensured. Below is a sumary of the attributes which this
organizational mechanism must possess:

Authority to directly ?oresent Office Directors and the-

Executive Director for operations in coordinati7g interoffice
Emergency Preparedness activities and resolving resource
conflicts.

,

Capability to assure consistency and uniformity of Emergency-

Preparedness activities and to make a continuing assessment
J of the overall emergency preparedness program.

-

Cspab'iliTy? to teordinate ecmission responses to Congress,
- ~

-

Executive Branch, State / local governments, etc., on emergency
preparedriess.

Capability to represent the NRC in interagency emergency-

p; maredness activities.

'

Capabilty to coordinate emergency preparedness technical-

assista?.e and research programs.
* A position entitled " Technical Assistant to the EDO for Emergency

Preparedness" should be created and further designated Chairman * of
an NRC Emergency Preparedness Comittee. A representative for each
of the Directors of Office of Nuclear R5 actor Regulation, ~0ffice'of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, Office of Inspection 'and ~~- - - -

Enforcement, Office of State Programs, Office of Standards Develop-
ment, and Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research should be assigned
to be a member of the Emergency Preparedness Committee. The Emergency
Preparedness Comittee should serve as the organizational mechanism 'a
implement the above recommendations.

* As an alternative to a Technical Assistant to the F.xecutive Director
for Operations chairing this comittee, the comittee could elect

.. its own chairman, or the Executive Director for Operations could "

-

appoint the chaiman from among the comittee memi:ership.

107i 3:5
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Discussion of Problem Too~ics
.] .

B-1--For the emeroency olannino orocess, there is nn effective m'

echanism within,

NRC for assurino consistency and ,the inteoration of cuidance
.

, i . e . , the
. effort is currently fraomented.,

Emergency planning cuts across several NRC office lines during th
.,

e process
of generating guidance to licensees and others. _

However, there are no effective
NRC-wide procedures in placc or organizational arrangements establi h dse to
ensure that adequate and clear guidance results.

This is particularly important
in view of the many interfaces involved, including the licensee, State, local
and other Federal agencies.

, Currently, several organizations within the NRC can and do issueguidance
to licensees without the reouf red knowledge of or concurrence b

y other organi-===

zations before the fact.
This includes the Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,Me

E"

Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, Standards Development, and Inspection
and Enforcement.

Also, the Office of State Programs does the same for other
than licensee organizations / agencies, without a reouired coordinati

on with or
concurrence by the other NRC organizations named.

Although informal internal

coordination among interested parties is practiced, it is by no eneans certai
that. all coordination that is needed is perfonned

n

Since some of the.

coordination is verbal, it is not easy to observe or reconstruct
.

. 1071 316a .
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pgs3 Soecific Problems--B-1
g .

1. In its July 17, 1979 Advance Notice of Rulemaking, the following statement
,

is made:
' "The Nuclear Regulatory Comission, in discharging its statutory responsi-

bilities to protect the public health and safety, has given its primary

attention to aspects of the reactor site and the facility design. In this
_

regard, emergency planning, including evacuation planning, has been

conceived of as a measure that adds to the level of public protection.
-

.

"To aid state and local governments in the development and implementation

of adequate emergency plans, the NRC . . . has attempted, on a cooperative

.and voluntary basis, to provide for the training and instruction of State

and local government personnel and to establish criteria to cuide the

jg precaration of emercency olans. (Underlining added.) . . . However, the

NRC has not consile' red it! necessary to require that State and local

emergency plans cohtain all the elements that the NRC suggests are

essential as a ccadition to issuance of an op2 rating license to a nuclear

power plant." ..

2. The " currently fragmented" effort of NRC can be partially blamed on the

level of effort which has been applied. Coordination among five differ'.nt

offices (Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards,

Inspection and Enforcement, Standards Development, and State Programs) is

time-consuming, and inconsistencies and lack of integration have occurred.

..
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..j . ?? Action Plan (Short-Tem)--B-1
.

- #
- 1. Lead offices should b'e recogntied ' for each of the following areas of

responsibility:

NRC command and control (to include the Incident Response Center)' *

(Inspection and Enforcement)

Radiological monitoring, to include equipment identification and -*

development of IRACT response (Inspection and Enforcement)

Site licensing, to include retroactive actions and new rule development*

(Nuclear Reactor Regulation cr Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards)

Training and staff assistance to licensees and state and local government*

(State Programs)

' Public infomation policy during emergencies (Public Affairs)*

(@ 2. The assignment of these responsibilities should remain unchanged.

Additionally, a n Emergench Preparedness Comittee should be established

to provide a fochi~ point for emergency preparedness staff action.

'

E-6--There is a need, during an actual emercency,for a maar-to-the-site facility

to house the multi-agency coordination and resoonse succort activity.

For sustained operations of a remote NRC response tea:n, efficiency of the

participants, including the licensee, will be hampered unduly unless provisions

are made for offsite, but nearby, work space for NRC and others. This includes

both coordinadan and support activities. Floor space and support equipment

need to be defined and arrangements made, including communications terminals

and storage for data brought with the team, or accumulated during the emergency.
.. .

.
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Q Soer.ific Problems--E-6
../. .

. Long-tenn action should be deferred until the results of current appraisals,-

,

e.g., Mattson task group, MITRE report, and the Sandia scoping study are

completed. Interim and short-tena actions by the Office of Inspection and
'

Enforcement should not hamper or fix the long-tenn action.-

_

Action Plan (Lono-Term)--E-6 -

1. Inspection and Enforcement, because of its stmng regional organization, is

the probable lead office.

2. Close coordination with FEMA and IRACT will be required to define

r,esponsibilities and to avoid overlap. This applies particularly to

coordination of IRAP resources with 00E.

.| 3. Drills or tests of, response plans should be closely integrated into them

program.
,

4. Modular concepts should be specifically explored.,

.,

S. Initial priority should be given to radiological monitoring.

6. Inspection and Enforcement should be the lead office, with the Offices of

Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards and Nuclear Reactor Regulation

primarily responsible for providing technical personnel and equipment for

mobilization of the response teams.

.
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E-8--Procedures for public information dissemination are not adecuate to

protect the oublic from alarmino and contradictory statements durino'

the evolution of an emercency.

An adequate emergency response plan must include an effective system for

informing the public, for updating the information as new developments occur,

and for retracting information when it is found to be in error. Mistaken or

false opinions which emanate from an emergency control center can cause

damage to the public in excess of the severity of the emergency in progress.

For this reason, early identification of information sources, concurrence

in factual information released, and frequent updating of public information -

should be formalized in the planning process.

;':{? }
~

Saecific Problems--E-8

This problem topic shou 1d not be difficult to solve. A pian for information
~

policy during future emergencies should be developed by the Offices of Inspection

and Enforcement, Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and Nuclear Material Safety and

Safeguards (Inspection and Enforcement lead) and the Office of Public Affairs.

The plan should then be circulated, for comment, to appropriate Federal

agencies, the governors of all concerned states, and licensees.

.

t

9

9
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A..fi Action Plan--E-8
,

- The circulated plan should include, as a minimum, the following:
,

Designation of a primary NRC spokesman (Executive Director for Operations*
. _ _

*
or Commission Chairman, or a designated Comissioner)

A pre-announced schedule of statements, press conferences and bulletins*

should be written. This would include discussion of:
--

source term monitoring results-

build-up of emergency response assets-

relationships with cooperating agency spokesmen-

relationship with State and local designated spokesmen-

. relationship with licensee spokesmen

specific creas of NRC lead authority-

PT-
- - -

F-1--There has never 5e'en an NRC-wide audit of the emeroency rescanse function.
.

Although NRC requires an audit program associated with major or significant
.

licensees, NRC has not applied a similar mechanism 'w itself for the emergency
'

planning and response function. Many of the problem areas noted in this

critique would probably have been detected by such a process.

.

Discussion--F-1

NRC should make a self-audit of the agency emergency preparedness program

in 1980.

g- ; : .

:::=..
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